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The nonadiabatic electron transfers in donor-acceptor-acceptor systems are investigated using three potential energy surfaces and two reaction coordinates via the stochastic Lionville equation to describe time evolution of the three excited electronic states: (1) D*—A—A, (2) D+_A-A
and (3) D+ -A-A. The electronic dephasing processes are taken into account phenomenologically in terms of dephasing constants. The couplings
between surfaces are effective along the intersections of pairs of surfaces in
the two-dimensional coordinate space. Special situations occur in the reaction coordinate space when three snrfaces are nearly degenerate. The interplay between the sequential electron transfer processes and the superexchange process is analysed for different: reorganization energies, electronic
coupling, free energies for the electron transfer, dephasing rates, and temperature. The time dependent contribution of the superexchange process to the
charge separation in the triad system is analysed using the time dependent
rate functions. It is shown that in the nonadiabatic limit of electron transfer
the influence of the electronic dephasing processes for low barrier reactions
can be accounted for by appropriate changes in the reorganization energies.
The present model is compared with the experimental results concerning the
charge separation in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers.
PACS numbers: 31.70.Hq, 82.30.Fi, 87.15.Rn

1. Introduction

Photoinduced reactions in multicenter supramolecular systems may lead to
many excited products of charge transfer (CT) character. These systems are particularly important in the field of charge separation. The photochemical processes involving the CT states are dynamic processes occurring on multidimensional potential energy surfaces involving intramolecular coordinates and solvent polarization
coordinates. After photoexcitation many dyes and photobiological systems undergo
*The results of this paper were initially presented at The Jabłoński Centennial Conference
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photochemical transformations which lead to one of many possible excited states
of CT character [1-8]. Rettig and co-workers have discussed the problems of the
multidimensional photochemistry in flexible dye systems [4, 7]. The photophysics
and the photochemistry of the donor—spacer-acceptor and donor-donor—acceptor
systems in polar solvents have been investigated by Warman and co-workers [9]
and Verhoeven et al. [10-12]. These photochemical reactions involve both large
amplitude changes in the internal coordinates as well as substantial outer sphere
reorganization of the solvent. The role of the internal reorganization in the
photoreaction and the salvation of molecules in their initially excited states and
the photoproducts varies depending on the flexibility of the molecule undergoing
the photoreaction and the solvent polarity. In the rigid molecular systems having
highly polar excited states of CT character strongly interacting with the solvents
of high polarity the major contributions to the reaction coordinate are due to
the solvation of charges or dipoles. For rigid supramolecular systems the solvent
polarization coordinate represents the major reaction coordinate for the electron
transfer process [13-21].
Photosynthesis is carried out by supramolecular complexes containing as
chromophoric subunits chlorophylls, porphyrins, quinones and carotenoid polyenes
in a protein environment [8, 17, 18, 22-26]. Photoexcitation of the photosynthetic
reaction center initiates a series of ultrafast photophysical and photochemical
events leading to charge separation used to drive slower chemical transformations. The antenna system consisting of chlorophyll and carotenoides transfers
the electronic excitation to the chlorophyll dimer. These processes are ultrafast,
occurring on the 100 fs timescale [22, 27, 28]. In the photosynthetic reaction center, e.g., RhDdopseudomonas viridis, a bacteriochlorophyll special pair donor (P)
is initially excited. The electron is transferred within 3.6 ps from (P*) to a distant bacterio-pheophytin (HL) [24;' 25, 29]. These two subunits are bridged by
a bacteriochlorophyll monomer (BL), which can ,function as a real electron acceptor and can contribute to the effective electronic coupling between the special
pair dimer (P*) and bacteriopheophytin (HL). The electron is subsequently transferred to quinones. In the final stage a long-lived transmembrane charge separation
is achieved.
The multistep electron transfer processes in the photosynthetic reaction centers are characterised by the quantum yields close to 1. These high quantum efficiencies of the energy and electron transfer processes in the photosynthetic reaction centers are determined by the electronic energy levels of the constituting
subunits, their photophysical and redox properties,. separations and mutual orientations in space and the electronic and dynamical properties of the bridging
medium [22, 30, 31]. There is a continuous interest in the understanding of the
role of different factors influencing the charge separation rates and the resulting
efficiencies of the initial steps of the charge separation. Zinth et al. [8, 32] have
found evidence for the appearance of Β-L as a distinct chemical intermediate which
forms with τ = 3.5 ps and disappears with τ = 0.9 ps. Recent kinetic analysis of
the charge separation in the bacterial photosynthetic center by Bixon et al. seems
to support this interpretation [27].
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There are also significant advances in synthesis of the supramolecular systems
that mimic some functions of the photosynthetic reaction center [8, 22, 33-45]. The
goal is to achieve a long-lived and efficient charge separation between the distant
subunits in an environment which differs from that in biological systems. The investigation of the factors influencing the rates of the charge recombination processes
is particularly important for achieving a high quantum yield and long-lived charge
separation. Osuka et al. [37-40] have developed models of the photosynthetic reaction center consisting of 2, 3, and 4 porphyrins with an individual benzoquinone
or pyromellitimide acceptor attached to the terminal porphyrin. Two porphyrins
are stacked to act like the special pair dimer in photosynthetic systems. They have
shown that rapid electron transfer occurs between the porphyrin and the acceptors
when they are adjacent one to another.
Important information concerning the potential energy functions in the triad
systems has been obtained using molecular dynamics simulation for the photosynthetic reaction centers [26, 46-48]. The simulations performed by Marchi et al. [46]
for the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center, Rhodopseudomonas viridis, have
shown that the fluctuations in the two energy gaps relevant to the initial charge separation are strongly correlated. In recent papers [49-51] it has been demonstrated
that the competitive electron transfer processes in the supramolecular triad system
can be modeled using the potential functions in two solvent polarization coordinates. The basic parameters determining the shape of the potential surfaces are
the reorganization energies for each coordinate and their correlation coefficient.
The purpose of this paper is as follows: (i) we analyse the time evolution of
the reaction rates in the triad system, (ii) we analyse the time evolution of contribution due to superexchange mechanism of the electron transfer, (iii) we analyse
experimental data for Rhodopseudomonas viridis and Rhodobacter sphaeroides,
(iv) we show that the electron transfer rates can be satisfactorily reproduced assuming dephasing rates comparable to those observed for the electronic transitions
in dye molecules in polar solvents.
2. Potential energy surfaces

The charge separation in the triad system involves three electronic states

(1) D-A-A*, (2) D+-A--A, and (3) D+-A-A . The fluctuations in the energy
-

level differences (1) vs. (2) and (2) vs. (3) are characterised by reaction coordinates
q 1 and q2, respectively. The diabatic energy surface in these reaction coordinates .
qi, q2 [49, 52-54] for the initial neutral state U1(q1 q2) is given by
,

where λlk are the Marcus reorganization energies [55, 56], λk are the reorganization
energy parameters [57] and p = λ 2 / √ λ 12 λ23 is the correlation coefficient of the
reaction coordinates. The coordinate correlation coefficient can be also given using
the Marcus reorganization energies [55]
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Within the framework of the linear response theory the potential energy
surfaces fοr the CT states can be obtained from U1(q1 q2). In particular, the
potential energy functions for the D+-Α -Α2 and D+-A1-Α2 states are given
by
,

respectively. The minimum of the surface U2(q1, q2) is located at qi2) = 2λ12 =
2) =
2λ 1 + 2λ2, q221 = 2λ 2 ; the minimum of the surface U3(q1, q2) is at q (
2λ 12 - 2λ 2 = 2λ1, q23) = -2λ23 + 2λ2 = -2λ3. The potential functions for the
three electronic states in the triad system are shown in Fig. 1 in a contour plot. The
lowest energy surface is shown in each coordinate area. The intersections of the
potential energy surfaces are shown as solid straight lines. The potential energies
shown in Fig. 1 have been derived from the results obtained by Marchi et al. [46]
for the photosynthetic reaction center Rhodopseudomonas viridis using molecular
dynamics calculations. The parameters used in the modeling are given in Table.
3. Stochastic Liouville equation for the three surface systems
The electronic interactions between the different electronic states determine
the electron transfer rates. k general, many electronic states can contribute to the
electron transfer between the initial and final electronic states. Electronic states
localised predominantly on the bridging subunits can function as virtual electronic
states contributing to the superexchange mechanism. The importance of the different electronic states depends on the separation of the energy levels involved in
electron transfer. In polar solvents the fluctuations in the energy level separations
make the electron transfer .depend on the state of instantaneous solvent polarization. These variations in the electronic state separations for the supramolecular
system in a polar environment can be accounted using the potential energy functions with the appropriate number of the solvent polarization coordinates. The
.
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Marcus theory of the outer-sphere electron transfer in the donor-acceptor system
considers two electronic energy levels dependent on the single solvent polarization
coordinate.
The three-surface model allows already for the modeling of the sequential and
superexchange electron transfer processes in the triad system. It is convenient to
describe the dynamics of the three level system using the density matrix method.
The stochastic Liouville equation for the density matrix for the three level system
has the following form:

Here Vmn are the electronic coupling matrix elements between the diabatic potential energy surfaces Um(q1, q2) and Un(q1, q2), respectively. Umn
Um(q1, q2) U, (qi, q2) are the vertical energy differences. The following relation
holds: U12 + U23 = U3.
The relaxation term takes into account solvation dynamics on the three surfaces and phenomenologically includes the dephasing for the off diagonal elements
of the density mátrix
—

The form of the Hamiltonian and the relaxation term imply that in the
present formulation we can model both the static limit of the solvent fluctuations
and homogeneous pure dephasing for the decay of electronic coherence.
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The matrix elements of the density in the frequency domain satisfy the following equations:

Using the solutions for the off-diagonal matrix elements the kinetic equations
fοr the populations of the three levels in the Laplace domain can be written in
terms of the three rate functions

where the functions Kι(q1,, q2, s) play the role of the effective coupling between the
donor and acceptor sites.
The solutions of the kinetic equations for the populations of the levels in the
Laplace domain in terms of the Gaussian wave packets are given by

| °,

where the φ(q1 q2, s^q° q?) are the Laplace transforms of the functions
q?) describing the dynamics of the system in n-th electronic state in
the absence of electron transfer. The Laplace transforms φn(q1 q2 , s|q01, q?) contain
,

φn(q1, q2, t q

,
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contributions arising from the equilibrium distribution of the reaction coordinates
and the relaxation term

Relaxations in the reaction coordinate .space are represented here by the
system timescale functions τn(D., q2, ski?, q?).
From Eqs. (3.5)—(3.7) the integral equations for the rate functions Fι(q1, q2, s)
can be obtained. The solutions of these equations allow for a detailed description
of the dynamics of electron transfer processes in the three-surface system. In the
most common situations total populations of the electronic states are sufficient.
The total populations of the three levels in the Laplace domain can be obtained by
integrating the populations Pmn(q1 q 2 ) over the solvent polarization coordinates
,

represent the total rate functions for the transitions between three electronic levels
in the triad system.
The nonadiabatic limit of the election transfer processes in the triad system
holds when all the system timescale functions vanish, τ n(q1 q2, q?) 0 [52].
In this limiting case all integral terms containing the functions (q 1 q, q?)
vanish and we obtain a simple set of algebraic equations for the Laplace transforms
of the rate functions F n (s):
,

,

where F(s)Τ = {F1(s), F2(s), F 3(s)} and us the unit matrix. The vector 1 (5) T =
{Q11(s), Q21(s), 0)} is determined by the initial distribution of the reaction coordinates, where

The solution of the coupled equations for the rate functions can be obtained
using the inverse matrix [k(s) + sl] -1 and numerical inverse Laplace transformation.
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4. The coupling functions
The functions Km.(q1,, q2, s) are the solutions of the equations fοr off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix. The functions Kij characterising the coupling between electronic states have significant values along the intersection of the potential surfaces when Uij is close to 0. Α special situation occurs near the point
in coordinate space where three electronic states have the same energy. In this
area we observe interference effects in the coupling functions. Outside this area
the coupling functions are given by Lorentz type functions of the reaction coordinates. For the photosynthetic reaction center the distance between the donor D
and the second acceptor Α2 is large. The corresponding electronic coupling matrix
element is expected to be very small V13 0 [18, 24, 25, 58]. We can distinguish
two situations:
(i) When Vlk = 0 the dominant contribution to the effective coupling between
the states 1 and k is due to a coupling of the initial and final state through the
intermediate state .s ≠ 1, s ≠ k. In the case of the superexchange mechanism the
function Kχ (q1, q2, s) shows a strong dependence on both reaction coordinates.
The function reaches the maximum at the point common to the three intersection
lines. Moreover, along the direction of the two other intersection lines it attains the
negative values. The contour plot of K2(q1, q2, s) is shown in Fig. 2. The properties
of the coupling function K2(q1, q2 , s) for the model I are shown in Fig. 2b and d for
two values of the dephasing parameter Γ = 3 and 10 [ps -1 ] (Γ = Γ12 = Γ23 = Γ13).
Other parameters belong to set I in Table. The coupling function shows two peaks
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and two minima which are located off the intersection lines of the potential energy
surfaces. With increasing dephasing rate the effective coupling function

decreases and spreads over a large area in coordinate space.
(ii) When Vlk ≠ 0 the dominant contribution is due to a direct coupling between the states 1 Þ 2 and 2 3. The corresponding rate functions Κ X(qι, q2, s),
X = 1, 2, can be given in the following form:

Far from the point of the degeneracy of the three surfaces we can use the
Zusman approximation [59] to obtain

The properties of the coupling function ϊ K1(q1, q2, s) for the model I are
shown in Fig. 2a and c fοr two values of the dephasing parameter Γ = 3 and
10 [ps -1 ]. This function is negative in the area of near degeneracy of the three
surfaces. In this area the dominant positive contribution involves the coupling
function K2(q1, q2, s) determining the rate of the superexchange process.

5. Time dependent rates
The rate functions FF (t), j = 1, 2, and 3, calculated for the set I of the
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. The free energy difference ΔG 13 = -0.15 eV gives
a barrierless situation for the direct electron transfer process (1)—(3). In Fig. 3
the Fj (t) are plotted as a function of time and of the free energy for the electron
transfer between electronic states (1) and (2), ΔG 12 . The observed time dependences of the electron transfer rates F1 (t) and F2(t) represent nearly exponential
decays. The greatest rates occur for the barrierless situation between states (1)
and (2). For longer times significant electron transfer rates F1 (t) can be found for
ΔGij 0. For longer times and for a free energy condition favoring the sequential
process the rate functions F 1 (t) and F3(t), shown in Fig. 3a and c, are very close to
each other as should occur for the consecutive reactions. The rate function F 2 (t),
Fig. 3b, representing the electron transfer rate due to superexchange is small under these conditions. However, relative contributions of the sequential process and
the superexchange process depend both on free energy and on time. The calculations show that electronic states dephasing processes have small influence on the
superexchange contribution to the charge separation process, F2(t). The increase
in the dephasing rate increases the contributiοn due to the sequential mechanism,
F1 (t).
The relative contribution of the superexchange mechanism in the charge
separation process can be quantitatively characterised using these two functions
Fι (t) and F2(). For comparison two different functions can be defined:
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The first function R(t) shows the relative contribution of the electron transfer rate due to the superexchange process to the total rate of the decay of the
initial state. The second function RI(t) defines the corresponding contribution in
terms of the fraction of the initial state population decay occurring due to the superexchange. The dependences of these two characteristics R(t) and RI(t) on time
and on the free energy of the intermediate state are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. The ratio R(t) shows some time variations under barrierless situations.
For long times special features occur around the free energy range ΔG12 -λ12
and for short time at ΔG12 Α12. In this latter case the back electron transfer
(2) → (1) is a barrierless process. Using the integral function RI(t) only a strong
free energy dependence of the superexchange contribution is seen, Fig. 4b. The
limiting value of the superexchange ratio at high positive values of the free energy
ΔG12 shows a clear dependence on the dephasing rate. This dependence of the superexchange process on the dephasing parameter is shown in Fig. 4c. The limiting
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value of the superexchange ratio R(t) = 1 can be obtained only for a negligible
dephasing rate. The dephasing processes reduce the relative contribution of the
superexchange mechanism of the charge separation in the triad system.
The electron transfer rate functions Fj (t) allow for calculation the time evolution of the populations of the three electronic states. These are given by the
following formulae:

The time dependences of the populations of the excited states are given
in Fig. 5a—c for different values of the free energy ΔG 12 . We find that for the
parameters of set I in Table the charge separation rates show a weak dependence
on ΔG13.
6. The decay rate constants

The calculated time dependent population of the initial state allows us to
determine several other features of the system. From the slopes of ln[F i (t) + F2 (t)]
as a function of time, rate constants for the decay of the initial state can be derived. Extremely fast charge separation occurs under barrierless conditions. The
calculated decay rate constants for the initial state are shown in Fig. 6a. The dependence of these rate constants on the energy of the intermediate state ΔG12 in
the vicinity of the maximum can be approximated by a Gaussian line shape. The '
change in rate with the dephasing rate in this Gaussian region can be described
by changes in the width of the Gaussian. Thus the influence of the dephasing
can be accounted for by changes in the reorganization energy. These changes are
relatively small, reaching less than 15% for physically reasonable changes of the
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dephasing rates. The width of the Gaussian region shows a linear dependence on
the dephasing rate constant Γ. This is shown in Fig. 6c for three values of the reorgamzation energy, at 80 K and at 293 K. For a dephasing rate Γ = 0 the width
of the Gaussian component reduces to the value predicted by the Marcus theory
of the nοnadiabatic electron transfer [55]. For large dephasing rates and positive
values of ΔG12 the calculated electron transfer rates are higher thanthose predicted from the extrapolation of the Gaussian component of the line shape. The
wings of the line shape function cannot be accounted for by the Gaussian function. This is shown in Fig. 6b for four dephasing rates. Under these conditions the
electronic dephasing acts to promote sequential charge separation. This conclusion
agrees with the calculations presented in Fig. 4a and b. They show that the electronic dephasing processes lead to the decrease in the relative contribution of the
superexchange mechanism in the charge separation process.
The broadening of the dependence of the electron transfer rate constant on
the energy of the intermediate state ΔG12 with the rates of dephasing is a direct
con8equence of the broadening of the coupling functions K{X(q1 q2, s). Electron
transfer processes are not limited to the intersection regions of the potential energy
surfaces but occur over a much larger area of the reaction coordinate space. The
broadening of the coupling functions have a smaller effect on the electron transfer
occurring with a small energy barrier (represented by central Gaussian component)
than on that requiring a high activation energy. In this latter case the overlap
of the broadened coupling functions Kx(q1, q2, s) with the Gaussian equilibrium
distribution functions of the reaction coordinates Qmn (s) decrease with an increase
in ΔG12 more slowly than it is predicted by the standard Marcus theory. Under
these conditions the wings of the line shape function have a Lorentzian character.
In the present calculations for the electron transfer rates in the nonadiabatic
limit, the electronic dephasing in the three-level system is characterized using
time independent dephasing rate constants (Γ). However, for a two-level system
it has been shown that the inclusion of the reaction coordinate relaxation results
in the line narrowing effect [60, 61]. The central part of the line shape function
is narrowed. A similar effect of line narrowing should also occur in the three-level
system for a finite relaxation rate of the reaction coordinates.
,

7. Charge separation in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center
In the late 80's the charge separation in photosynthetic centers was interpreted according to superexchange mechanism. During last few years the role of
the sequential process has often been considered. Nagarajan et al. [25] have investigated the photoinduced electron transfer in the photosynthetic reaction center of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides in mutant strains in which tyrosine (Μ)210 is replaced by
phenylalanine, isoleucine, or tryptophan, at 293 K and 80 K. Nagarajan et al. [25]
analyse their experiments assuming sequential electron transfer using potential energy surfaces in two strongly correlated reaction coordinates. They conclude that
the temperature dependence of the electron transfer reaction in the mutants cannot
be explained adequately on the assumption that the mutations only alter the overall ΔG 1 3 but it can be accounted for by assuming that they also increase the free
energy of the additional state (Ρ+Β-L ) that serves as both a kinetic and a virtual
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intermediate. The evaluated increases in the free energy of (Ρ+Β-L ) were found
to be greater than the measured changes in the free energy of (Ρ+Η-L ). Recently, .
these topics were carefully investigated for the mutants of the Rhodopseudomonas
viridis by Zinth et al. [62].
In this section we show that in the nonadiabatic limit of electron parameters allowing modeling of the experimental energy dependences can be readily
chosen. Molecular dynamics simulations of the fluctuations in the electronic energy level separations for the photosynthetic reaction center give the potential
energy functions and the time correlation functions of the reaction coordinates.
The results derived from the molecular dynamics calculations are not absolute.
Marchi et al. proposed scaling of the energy parameters to reproduce the observed
in experiment energy difference between the initial state and the final state for
Rhodopseudomonas viridis. Since the correlation coefficient of the reaction coordinates can be expressed as a ratio of the reorganization energy parameters it is
independent of the energy scaling procedure [46, 63].
Other authors have used an alternative approach for estimation of the reorganization energies. The proposed values of the reorganization energies fοr the
bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers vary over one order of magnitude from
200 to 2000 cm -1 [24-26, 46, 64]. Bixon et al. [27] estimated the reorganization
energy for the first step of the charge separation comparing the charge separation
rates for a large number of mutants of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. They propose
a value for the reorganization energy of 800 f 250 cm -1 (0.10 ά 0.03 eV). This
value is smaller than that derived from molecular dynamics simulations for the
Rhodopseudomonas viridis, i.e. 0.1432 eV (see the model I in Table). In Table
other sets of parameters are also given. The parameters of the model II were
generated using a value 0.10 eV for the reorganization energy of the first charge
separation step and scaling accordingly to other reorganization energies from the
model I. This scaling of the reorganization energies preserves the correlation,coefficient of the reaction coordinates. The results of calculations for the parameters
of the model II are compared with the rates of the charge separations in the
photosynthetic center of the mutants of Rhodobacter sphaeroides [25, 65, 66] and
Rhodopseudomonas viridis [62] in Fig. 7. The electronic coupling constants used
for Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rhodopseudomonas viridis are 0.0025 eV and
0.005 eV, respectively. The dephasing rate constant was assumed to be 10 ps -1
and 5 ps- 1 for the two species. The free energies ΔG12 of the electron transfer (for
Rhodobacter sphaeroides) were evaluated from P+/P oxidation potentials using
the following relation: ΔG12 = —1.72 + 3.22ΕR(Ρ+/Ρ).
The free energy ΔG12 dependence and the temperature dependence of the
charge separation rate constants for the four mutants investigated by Nagarajan
et al. [25] are analysed in Fig. 8a and b. A decrease in temperature results in an
increase in the charge separation rates for reactions small barriers. However, for
charge separation processes requiring a larger thermal activation the decrease in
the charge separation rates is observed. This behavior is readily reproduced by
the present modeling using the parameters for the models II and III.
In the model III the modified reorganization energies and electronic coupling
parameters are assumed to model the temperature variations of the charge separa.
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tion rates. The fit of the curves for two different temperatures (80 and 293 K) we
obtained by using a larger value of the electronic coupling at lower temperature.
This could be explained by thermal contraction of the system. Lowering the temperature can also decrease the reorganization energies. That shifts the maximum
of the curve to less negative ΔG12 values and also changes the amplitude and
half-width.

8. Summary
The theory of the nonadiabatic electron transfer reactions based on the
stochastic Liouville equation has been extended to triad systems, e.g., D-A-A.
Distinctive features of the present formulation are the use of potential energy
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functions for the three electronic states using two mutually correlated solvent polarization coordinates. They describe solvent influence on the energy levels of the
electronic states participating in the electron transfer processes. The characteristics of the dynamical processes are determined by potential barriers as well as the
friction at the molecular level.
It seems that much more information on the role of dephasing could be obtained from the research on temperature relations of charge separation for different
mutants, involving temperature dependence of reorganization energies, electronic
coupling parameters, and free energies of electron transfer reactions.
Lowering temperature accelerates charge separation for free energy gaps close
to reorganization energy, whereas for smaller or larger energy gaps the process is
slowed by lowering the temperature. This result is consistent with experimental
data.
Molecular dynamics calculations for lower temperatures may provide input
on changes of chromophore separation, reorganization energies, and free energy
gaps. It would be possible then to take values of electronic coupling that depend
on distance and to solve the model for new parameters appropriate to lower temperatures. This is likely to improve consistency with the experimental results. We
tried to choose parameters in order to obtain results consistent with experiment.
It is in this situation necessary to change simultaneously a few parameters.
The changes in the reorganization energies λ and electronic couplings V
at lower, temperature, which we obtained as a result of fitting the curves, can
be explained on the basis of physical arguments, concerning thermal contraction
and decrease in the contribution of reorientation components in reorganization
energies.
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